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R695interesting to learn more about the
physiological role of Nrf1 processing
and the regulation of RUP under
tissue-specific and stress-related
conditions. The activation of Nrf1 is
reminiscent of Spt23p processing
in yeast, which also involves the
ubiquitin-selective chaperone
Cdc48p/p97 [19,20]. Mechanistically,
however, it expands the role of RUP
by showing that it also acts as a
feedback circuit that provides intensive
crosstalk between the proteasome
and its substrate. Given the growing
list of identified substrates,
proteasomal cleavage by RUP
might be more common than initially
expected and could lead to additional
surprises.
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Grow ApartAs genomes evolve, proteins with novel functions arise primarily from gene
duplication and divergence events. A new study identifies several molecular
mechanisms by which related transcription factors diverge over time to control
new sets of target genes and novel cellular functions.Victoria M. Blake and Scott Barolo*
Transcriptional regulation is the
primary mechanism by which cells
control the expression of their genes.
Regulatory proteins called
transcription factors bind to short
sequences of genomic DNA, recruiting
enzymatic co-factors to activate or
repress the expression of nearby
genes. Transcription factors can be
grouped into families with related
DNA-binding domains, but with diverseregulatory functions and distinct sets of
target genes, indicating that novel
transcription factors are born in a
process of gene duplication and
divergence. Although we can identify
and date gene duplication events by
comparing genomic sequences, we
lack a clear picture of how duplicate
proteins diverge functionally over time.
Learning how regulatory proteins
acquire new molecular functions is
essential for understanding how
organisms adapt to new biologicalniches. A new study by Sandy Johnson
and colleagues [1] shows how a
family of duplicated transcription
factors has diverged to play multiple
roles in the biology of the yeast
Candida albicans.
When a transcription factor-
encoding gene undergoes a complete
duplication event, the two resultant
identical copies will not be maintained
in the genome for long unless they
diverge such that each sister gene has
at least one non-redundant function.
This can occur by subfunctionalization,
as in the case of the gene encoding
the vertebrate transcription factor
Engrailed-1. This gene exists in two
copies in the zebrafish genome, each
performing a subset of the functions of
the ancestral engrailed-1 gene [2];
a similar story has ben reported for
two fish paralogs of pax6 [3]. Another
type of divergence, known as
Lys144
Lys14
Lys143
Lys142
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Figure 1. Divergent binding preferences of sister transcription factors.
Preferences for DNA motifs, monomer site arrangement, and cofactor associations among the
four Lys14-paralogous transcription factors in Candida albicans. Each paralog is depicted
interacting as a homodimer with one of its natural genomic binding sites [1]. Colored boxes
show the DNA sequence of monomer binding motifs; arrows indicate half-site orientation.
Lys144 (purple) is shown binding as a complex with Mcm1 (yellow), at a site to which both
factors bind cooperatively.
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sister gene takes on a novel regulatory
role not found in the ancestor, as has
been suggested to occur during
developmental patterning in barley [4].
In all of these cases, it has been
suggested that divergence of function
may be due, entirely or in part, to
divergent expression patterns of the
two sister genes [2,3,5]. But leaving
aside changes in expression, we know
that closely related transcription
factors often have distinct intrinsic
molecular functions, in their
biochemical activities (for example,
transcriptional activation vs.
repression) and/or in the sets of target
genes they regulate [6,7]. Even
transcription factors with extremely
similar DNA binding preferences can
perform distinct biological functions
[8,9]. How do duplicate transcription
factor proteins diverge over
evolutionary time to regulate different
target genes and different biological
processes?
Johnson’s group investigated the
mechanisms by which duplicated
transcription factors functionally
diverge by examining the evolutionary
history of Lys14 and its paralogs in
yeast. The genome of Saccharomycescerevisiae, a free-living yeast, contains
a single copy of the LYS14 gene, which
encodes a zinc-cluster-family
transcription factor that regulates
lysine synthesis [10,11]. The human
commensal and pathogenic yeast
Candida albicans carries four paralogs
of LYS14, resulting from three
duplication events subsequent to the
divergence of the Candida and
Saccharomyces lineages [1]. These
Lys14-paralogous transcription
factors bind to largely nonoverlapping
sites in the C. albicans genome;
therefore, they are presumed
to regulate largely different target
genes. (Interestingly, none of the
Lys14-related factors bind near lysine
biosynthesis genes, raising the
question of how the ancestral
regulatory function of LYS14 is
performed in Candida.)
Recognizing this as an excellent
test case for tracing the functional
divergence of duplicated transcription
factor genes, the investigators posed a
number of mechanisms by which the
Lys14 paralogs of C. albicans
recognize different genomic target
sites. These mechanistic models fell
into three nonexclusive categories.
Under Model 1, the paralogs couldhave diverged in their DNA-binding
specificity. Under Model 2, they could
have diverged in their configuration
as homodimers, which would be
manifested in differences in preferred
spacing and/or orientation of
monomer half-sites within a dimer
binding site. Under Model 3, the
paralogs could interact differently with
other regulatory factors, producing
differences in context-specific binding
preferences.
Model 1 (divergent DNA motif
preferences) was examined by defining
the half-site DNA sequence
preferences for each Lys14 paralog,
both directly in vitro and in vivo bymotif
analysis of ChIP–chip data. All four
transcription factors produced the
same half-site consensus motif,
GCGCAW. Small differences in base
preference were measured at various
positions, but the authors concluded
that these differences alone could not
account for the divergent genomic
binding patterns of the paralogs. Model
2 (divergent half-site arrangements)
was supported by the finding that
distinct motif arrangements
predominated in the ChIP–chip data
sets for each C. albicans factor.
Different biases in both the spacing and
orientation of half-site motifs were
observed for each factor. For example,
while Lys14 seems to prefer closely
spaced inverted repeats, Lys143 tends
to bind widely spaced everted repeats
(Figure 1); these are both typical
binding configurations for zinc-cluster
transcription factors [12]. With the
exception of Lys144 — which most
closely resembles the ancestral Lys14
in its DNA binding preferences (but see
below) — each paralog showed a
significant preference for its own
characteristic half-site configuration
in vitro.
Evidence for Model 3 (divergent
cofactor interactions) was obtained
when binding sites for another
transcription factor, Mcm1, were found
to be overrepresented near Lys144
genomic binding sites. Several of
these Mcm1 motifs overlap Lys144
sites in a characteristic arrangement
(Figure 1), suggesting the possibility
of joint DNA binding. Mcm1 and
Lys144 were found to bind
cooperatively to one such paired site
in vitro, suggesting that Mcm1 may
help to guide Lys144 (which is less
intrinsically selective among
Lys14-family binding sites than its
sisters) to its correct genomic target
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conclude that all three proposed
mechanisms may have contributed
to differences in genomic targeting
among the Lys14 paralogs — although
Models 1 and 2 could perhaps have
been distinguished from one another
more clearly by, for example, testing
each factor’s affinity for sites in which
half-sites preferred by one factor
were placed in an arrangement
preferred by a second factor.
Taken together, the mechanisms of
gene network evolution explored in this
study may explain the rewiring and
diversification of Lys14’s regulatory
circuitry in C. albicans, and may be
directly relevant to the organism’s
ability to survive within a human host.
One of the Lys14 paralogs, Lys143, is a
critical regulator of white–opaque
switching, which impacts host
immunological responses, host
niche preferences, and perhaps
pathogenicity. Previous work by the
same group demonstrated that two
other paralogs, Lys14 and Lys144, are
essential for effective proliferation of
C. albicans within the mammalian gut
and bloodstream, respectively [13]. The
LYS14 story provides a glimpse of how
organisms can adapt pre-existing
molecular tools to increase regulatory
complexity, acquire new geneticfunctions, and survive in complex novel
environments.
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It UpIn the brain, astrocytes dynamically interact with neuronal synapses via fine
processes. New data show that, in response to synaptic plasticity stimuli,
astrocyte processes rapidly move towards and enwrap active synapses, aiding
in the stabilization and maintenance of active connections.Nicola J. Allen
The ability to rapidly alter the strength
of synaptic connections between
neurons is thought to be the molecular
basis underlying learning and memory.
Therefore, identifying the mechanisms
that lead to a change in synaptic
strength has fundamental implications
for understanding brain function. An
increase in synaptic strength is often
accompanied by structural alterations
of the synapse, including an increase
in size of the postsynaptic dendriticspine [1]. Larger spines are also more
stable, meaning it is more likely that
this synaptic connection and hence
the memory it encodes will persist in
the brain. Alteration of synaptic
strength and stability is not only
controlled by neurons themselves, but
can be regulated by other cells in the
brain, including astrocytes. Astrocytes
are a class of glial cell that send out
fine processes that interact with and
ensheath many synapses [2], forming
the tripartite synapse structure [3]. In
the adult brain each astrocyteoccupies a unique non-overlapping
domain, and it is estimated that
within that domain one astrocyte
contacts as many as 140,000
synapses [4,5]. Astrocytes regulate
multiple aspects of synaptic function,
for example by producing factors that
induce new synapses to form during
development, through to the release
of gliotransmitters that modulate
synaptic plasticity in the adult brain
[6]. In this issue of Current Biology,
Bernardinelli and colleagues provide
evidence that during the induction of
synaptic plasticity, astrocyte
processes rapidly respond to
increased neuronal activity by
extending towards and enwrapping
the active synapse, thus aiding in the
induction of synaptic plasticity and
long-term stability of the potentiated
synapse [7].
Previous electron microscopy
studies have shown correlations
